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Why Do Children Play Sport?
Children play sport for enjoyment reasons.  Once the enjoyment disappears, they no longer 
participate.  Children gain enjoyment from several factors;

learning new skills

improving skills

having fun

making new friends

Having a good relationship with the coach is important to the childʼs positive view of sports 
participation. 

In order to increase their enjoyment, children need an opportunity to develop skills in an 
environment that is supportive and provides individual encouragement. 

Organising Training Sessions
Training experiences should be fun, interesting, varied and not physically demanding.  A training 
session for this age group should be between 45 minutes to one hour in length.  The structure for a 
training session is as follows;

1. Group Organisation (5 mins).  Get the group together and discuss what will be covered in 
the session.  Gather information about any injuries and settle the group ready for action.

2. Warm Up (10 mins).  This is important to prepare the mind and body for physical activity. The 
warm up should include an aerobic activity for about 5 minutes (activities which make the kids 
huff and puff), followed by dynamic stretches for approximately 5 minutes.  Avoid static 
stretching (stationary stretches) in the warm up.

3. Skill Development (25 mins). This is where new skills are introduced and existing skills are 
practised and progressed. Different basic techniques need to be covered in this section 
during the season - passing and catching, movement, footwork, attacking and defending.

4. Modified Game (15 mins).  Games are a fun way to practise skills.  It gives those skills more 
of a purpose.  

5. Cool Down (5 mins). Consists of gentle aerobic activity (e.g. walking, jogging), stretching, 
and a review of what was covered during the session.

6. Evaluation. Spend time after your session to evaluate what went well and what you need to 
change for the next session.
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SEE KNA COACHING WEBSITE FOR A SAMPLE COACHING SESSION TEMPLATE

The ʻChange Itʼ Approach
As a coach, it is important that you cater for individual skills and abilities - which in a team sport 
can be quite difficult.  Every player in your team should have the opportunity to take part in every 
activity.  One way to do this is to follow the major concept behind the ʻchange itʼ approach.  Each 
time you plan an activity or drill, keep in mind how you can make that drill a bit easier and how you 
can make it a bit harder.  In that way the same drill can meet the needs of all players.

Ways that you can change a drill to vary the difficulty include;

make the playing area larger or smaller

alter distances between players or targets

vary the number of players involved in teams

change the rules - make it easier or harder to score points

use different equipment - softer balls, shorter goals, smaller balls

introduce time limits

Warm Up Activities
1. Stuck in the Mud.  Set a boundary area for the game. One person is chosen as ʻitʼ.  When they 

tag other players, they must stand like a scarecrow, with their feet wide apart.  Others may free 
them again by crawling through their legs.  Game finishes when everyone is a scarecrow.  
Alternate who is ʻitʼ throughout the game.

2. Bean Game. Set a boundary area for the game. Players walk or jog around the space, 
responding to different commands given by coach;

• jumping beans - players jump around the court
• broad beans - players take very large strides around court
• tall beans - players walk on their toes with arms stretched high
• balance beans - players balance on one leg
• dwarf beans - players make themselves as small as possible
• beaked beans - coach catches players who all join hands until everyone is caught
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3. Opposites.  Set a boundary area for the game. Players walk or jog around the boundary 
responding to commands given by the coach;

• ʻGOʼ means stand still
• ʻSTOPʼ means move around
• ʻUPʼ means the players must crouch down
• ʻDOWNʼ means player must reach for the sky

4. Court Lines. All players run in the centre third. On the coachʼs command, they run to the correct 
line - transverse line, goal line, sideline, goal circle.  If the coach calls out ʻchangeʼ they must run 
to the opposite line from where they were originally running.

5. Simon Says. Coach directs players to perform certain activities, e.g. running, jumping, hopping, 
balancing, squatting.  Players only obey direction if coach has first said ʻSimon Saysʼ.

6. Octopus. Players line up along transverse line. One player is the octopus, and stands in the 
middle of the third.  When they call ʻoctopusʼ all players must try and run to the other end of the 
third, without being tagged by the octopus.  If they are, they must sit on the spot cross-legged.  
They can then help tag players by reaching out their arms like tentacles. The winner is the 
player left untagged.

7. Magic Wand. One player holds the ʻmagic wandʼ in the centre third. All other players start in the 
centre third. When the magic wand is held high above the playerʼs head, other players must jog 
around the centre third. If the magic wand is pointed down, players must skip in the centre third. 
When the wand is placed on the ground, all players run to the goal line trying to avoid being 
tagged by the person who held the wand.

8. Flip It. Divide the group into 2 teams. Each player has a cone. One team places their cones on 
the ground up the right way, the other team places their cones upside down. When the coach 
says ʻGOʼ, each team tries to turn the other teamʼs cones to match their own. After a given time 
is up, the team with the most matching cones wins. 

SEE KNA COACHING WEBSITE FOR DYNAMIC STRETCHING IDEAS
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Shoulder Pass
A shoulder pass is a one handed pass used for speed and accuracy over longer distances. The 
pass should be aimed in front of the receiver to where they are running to. This is the pass that 
should be used by all players most of the time - thus is the focus when teaching passing to 
younger players.

Coaching Points:
• Opposite foot to throwing arm forward.
• Feet shoulder width apart.  Weight should be on back foot when begin the pass.
• Hold ball with 2 hands initially, then bring back behind shoulder with one arm.
• Fingers should be spread wide behind the ball.
• Transfer weight forward as you bring the throwing arm through.  This provides the power to 

the pass.
• Follow through until throwing arm is extended and wrist and fingers also follow the pass.
• Your hips and shoulders rotate in the direction of the pass.
• Direct the pass into the space ahead of the receiver.

Catching
Aim for junior netballers to always try to catch with two hands. 

Coaching Points:
• Keep eyes on the ball all the time.
• Move towards the ball when going for a catch.  You should never be standing still when you 

take a catch.
• Extend your hands forward with your fingers spread and thumbs behind the ball (ʻWʼ or 

ʻbutterflyʼ).  
• When the ball makes contact with your hands you snatch the ball towards your body.

Passing & Catching Drills
1. Pairs Passing & Catching.  Have players stand in pairs approximately 3m apart. Have them 

throw up and down court, rather than across court. Partners shoulder pass to each other 
concentrating on technique and ball placement.  Extend this drill by adding challenges, e.g. how 
many passes can you do in 30 seconds without dropping the ball? You can also add a distance 
challenge - every time a pair completes 10 passes without dropping the ball they take a step 
back.  If they drop the ball, they take a step in. After a set amount of time, see which pair has 
been able to increase their distance the most.
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2. Zig Zag Passing.  Set up team in zig zag formation (you might like to use dots or cones to help 
with this). Players shoulder pass from one player to another up and back down the zig zag. To 
extend this drill, you can add a time challenge - see if they can beat their time to get up and 
back twice. You can also introduce continuous zig zag, where  they pass off and then run to join 
the end of their line. See how long it takes them to make it to the end of the court.

X1                    X3                    X5                    X7  

X2                    X4                    X6                    X8 

3. Corner Spry.  Stand in a semi circle with the thrower (T) standing 2-3m out in front. T passes to 
each player in turn in the semi circle. When they pass to the player at the end of the line, that 
player runs out to be the new thrower, the old thrower takes the first place in the semi circle. 
Continue until you are back to starting positions.

4. Ball Familiarisation Drills.  Each player has a ball;
• Bounce ball with 2 hands and catch
• Throw high to self in air and catch
• Throw to self and clap once before catching
• Repeat extending the number of claps
• Throw to self, turn 180 degrees before catching
• Throw to self and touch the ground before catching

5. Odds and Evens  Form a circle with players alternately numbered 1 or 2 (players could wear a 
bib to distinguish each team).

• All players numbered ʻ1ʼ throw the ball in sequence around the circle.
• All players numbered ʻ2ʼ also pass their ball in sequence around the circle.
• When the ball returns to the starting player they call out ʻoddsʼ or ʻevensʼ and all the 

players on that team sit down.
• Start the balls on opposite sides of the circle so they donʼt run into each other.
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6. Run the Circle  Form a circle with approximately 6-10 players. Use 2 balls and separate the 
balls by several players.

• Pass the balls around the circle, trying to overtake the ball in front.
• Call ʻchangeʼ to change direction.
• Space the players to suit a shoulder pass.
• Can add variety by making players pass from a sitting circle.

7. Pairs Passing  Players work in pairs.  On the signal they pass to each other for 30 seconds 
using correct shoulder passes.  

• The coach blows their whistle once 30 seconds has passed.  The person without the 
ball moves to form a new pair.  Passing starts again.

Safe Landings
A safe and effective landing technique will reduce the chance of ankle and knee injuries by 
reducing the forces experienced by the body.

Coaching Points:
• Knee and toe should be facing the same direction
• Knee and hip should be controlled - they should not swing inward or outward
• ʻSoftʼ landing, with knees slightly bent.

SEE KNA COACHING WEBSITE FOR SAFE LANDING COACHING RESOURCE
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Two Foot Landing
Coaching Points:
• Land with feet shoulder width apart to give good base of support for better balance.
• Keep body upright. Bend at knees, hips and ankles to soften the impact. Shouldnʼt sound like 

elephants when they land.
• Keep body weight evenly placed above both feet.

Pivot
Players should be encouraged to pivot to the outside as that is the way their body is naturally 
heading. It also means that they will be turning away from their defender.

Coaching Points:
• Pivoting must always be done on the grounded foot.
• Bend knees slightly and put weight on grounded foot.
• Turn on the ball of the grounded foot while pushing off with the other foot.  This other foot 

provides you with direction and balance.
• Turn your body to face down the court to your teamʼs goal post. 
• While pivoting, keep the ball close to your body and get in a position ready to throw.
• Make sure you catch the ball cleanly before you begin pivoting.

Footwork/ Movement Drills
1. Ostrich Tag. This game helps to work on body balance. Set a boundary area for this activity. 

One player is chosen as ʻitʼ. They must run around and tag other players. Once tagged, players 
assist with tagging the rest of the group. Players can be ʻsafeʼ if they stand in a ʻsafeʼ position 
nominated by the coach - e.g. balance on one leg with arm under leg and other hand holding 
nose.

2. Hoop Landings.  Line players up in groups of approximately 4. Place a hoop out in front of each 
line. One by one, players run up and do a 2 foot landing in the hoop. Extend the drill by players 
landing with a 2 foot stop in the hoop, then stepping out on their opposite foot pretending to 
make a shoulder pass. Extend again by adding a ball. Have a thrower out the front. Players run 
to the hoop, catch a pass and land in the hoop with a 2 foot stop. They then step out of the hoop 
on their opposite foot and throw a shoulder pass back. Swap throwers regularly.
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4. Continuous Captain Ball.  Work in groups of 4 or 5. Player 2 catches a pass from player 1, lands 
in two foot stop and then passes a shoulder pass back to player 1. They then run and stand 
behind player 1. Player 1 continues this routine through to the last player in line. When they 
catch the pass from player 1 they become the new leader and the game continues facing the 
other way. Continue until all players have had a turn at being thrower.  You can race the two 
teams through to add variety if necessary.

X4  X3  X2                                 X1

5. Beat the Ball. 
• Form a straight line 3m apart.
• Jump as you catch the ball and land on two feet, pivot, and pass to next person in line.
• Move ball up and down the line.
• A runner tries to beat the ball as it is passed along the line and back to the start.

6. Shuttle Ball with Pivot. 
• Have two lines facing each other.
• The worker (X1) leads forward from the line and receives a pass from line 2.
• X1 lands on two feet, pivots and then passes back to their line and returns to end of 

their own line.
• The sequence continues with alternate leads from line 1 then line 2.

7. Pivot Ball. 
• Form groups of 3. Stand in a straight line, 3m apart.
• Throw the ball down the line so that the centre player has to catch the ball and pivot to 

pass to the next player. Change positions regularly.

3. Pivot Hoops. Set up as drill above. Start with players running to hoop and landing with a 2 foot 
stop. Players choose one foot to stay in hoop and be the pivot foot. Pivot in a full circle using the 
other foot to push off. Extend the drill by adding a ball. Have a thrower out the front. Player runs 
to the hoop, catches the pass and does a 2 foot stop. They then pivot in a full circle, keeping 
ball close to their body. With their feet correctly positioned, then then return the ball to thrower 
using a shoulder pass. Swap throwers regularly.
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Straight Drive
This is the most important attacking move for players to develop.

Coaching Points:
• Sprint strongly out to the ball.  Go directly forward, or at a 45 degree angle on either side.  

Players should never run sideways across the court for a pass.
• If you are leading to the right, you should take off on your right foot.  If you are leading to your 

left, then take off on your left foot.
• The first 3 or 4 steps made are the ones that have to be strong.
• When leading to the right, encourage players to pivot on their right foot.
• When leading to the left, encourage players to pivot on their left foot. 
• Pump your arms to go faster.
• Do not slow down until the ball is in your hands.
• Do not start your break until the person with the ball has got their balance and is ready to 

throw to you.

Attacking Drills
1. Drive and Catch. Work in pairs, one ball between two, about 4m apart. Thrower stands with 

back to worker, tosses ball up about 1/2 a metre and catches it themselves. They pivot to face 
the attacker. The attacker then completes a straight drive to receive the ball, two foot land and 
return the ball using a shoulder pass. Repeat 10 times and then swap over roles.

W                                               T

2. Straight Lead. Work in groups of approximately 4 players. One thrower out the front. X1 passes 
to T, then makes a straight drive forward, left or right. They receive a shoulder pass from T, 
catch and land in a 2 foot stop. They pivot around and pass to X2 who begins the drill again. 
Change over throwers regularly, and change angle of straight drive.

T

X1
X2
X3
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3. Straight Lead Lines. Work in groups of approximately 4 players. Players form a straight line 
down the court, about 3 or 4m apart. X1 starts with the ball and throws to self to establish 
timing. X2 makes a straight lead forward to receive a pass, pivots and passes to X3 on a lead. 
Continue down the court and back again.  Change to use a straight lead to the left, then a 
straight lead to the right. Encourage players to pivot on the correct foot.

X1

X2

X3

X4

Shadowing in Defence
Coaching Points:
• Stand in front of opponent with back to them, your body half way across their body.
• Keep arms close to your sides.
• Feet shoulder width apart, knees slightly bent, back upright.
• Keep good vision of both the ball in front and the player behind you.
• Shadow the playerʼs moves using fast feet to keep up with them.
• Do not turn your head - move your feet faster instead.

Recovery and Arms Over
Coaching Points:
• Push off strongly using long stride or a few steps to get back 4 feet.
• Use arms to help power you backwards.
• Feet shoulder width apart, knees slightly bent, weight forward on ball of foot but with whole 

foot on ground.
• Stretch arms upright. Arms follow the movement of the ball.
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Defending Drills
1. Mirror Pairs.  Work in pairs - one attacker, one defender. Defender takes up defensive stance. 

The feet of both attacker and defender remain still in this drill. The attacker moves the arm that 
is not covered by the defender, as if they are drawing in the air. The defender must mirror all 
arm movements. Repeat defending other side of body. Swap roles. Allow plenty of practice by  
both players.

2. Shadowing between two cones. Place 2 cones about 3m apart. Defender starts in the 
shadowing position. They slide between the 2 cones, keeping in the defensive position with their 
heads still. Practise with head facing in both directions. Extend this drill by adding an attack 
player for the defence to shadow. The attack player should start by moving slowly, side to side 
between cones. As the defence gets better, they can increase their speed. Extend this drill again 
by holding up coloured cards in front of defence for them to call out. This tests whether they 
have good vision of both the ball out front and the attack they are shadowing. Extend again by 
having thrower out the front to pass ball at any time to attack. Defender must intercept the pass.

3. Recovery to 4 feet (netta), arms over.  Have players all start up on the transverse line. On ʻGoʼ, 
they all step back 4 feet, get balance and put arms up. Check that their feet get back before 
they put their arms up. Extend the drill by adding arms over ball movement - coach stands out in 
front of line with ball and moves it slowly around. Players move their arms to mirror those 
movements.

X   X   X   X   X   X   X   X   X

Shooting
The Australian shooting technique is a one handed shot. The other hand is just a support hand 
and rests lightly on the side of the ball. Junior players will have trouble with strength using a high 
release with one hand, and so may lower the ball to get more power. As they get older and 
stronger, you can encourage them to again increase the height of the ball on release.

Coaching Points:
• Ball held above head.
• Arms extended with shooting arm pretty straight and close to the ear.
• Ball rests on base of fingers and thumb.
• Opposite hand is placed on side of ball to help steady it.
• Feet shoulder width apart with feet, hips and elbow pointing towards the goal post.
• Bend elbows and knees, then straighten them.
• Flick the ball with the wrist as you release. Follow through with arms and fingers pointing 

towards the post.
• The ball should travel in an arc towards the post.
• Follow in for rebounds.
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Shooting Drills
1. Shoot and Rebound.  Line up in front of goal post, one person standing next to the ring for 

rebound. Player 1 attempts shot, both they and the rebounder try to get rebound if they miss. 
The rebounder then goes to the end of the line, the shooter becomes the rebounder and player 
2 shoots. Continue through entire team.

2. Golden Child. 
• 2 teams - the running team line up outside the court at corner and shooting team form a 

line behind marker in goal circle.
• On ʻgoʼ, the shooting team takes turns to have one shot.  Call ʻstopʼ each time they score 

a goal.
• At the same time, the first runner takes off on their circuit around the outside of the goal 

third.  If they hear the word ʻstopʼ, they must freeze on the spot where they are.  The next 
runner in line then takes off.

• If the runner returns to home base before a goal is scored by the other team, 1 run is 
scored.  The next runner then takes off.

• The last runner is called the ʻgolden childʼ.  As they run around the outside of the goal 
third, they ʻunfreezeʼ each player that they pass.  All runners then try to make it home 
before the shooting team scores a goal.  

• If the shooting team scores a goal while the golden child is running, the game stops and 
teams change roles.

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

3. 10 Goal Shoot Out. Split into 2 even teams.  Each team forms a line in front of goal post. On 
ʻGoʼ, the first player in each line shoots for a goal, and goes for their own rebound. They then 
pass the ball to the next person in their line. Each team tries to be the first to score 10 goals. 
Players should call out the number of goals they have scored each time a goal goes in.

4. Shooting Relay. 
• Two even teams line up from the corner of the third to 

the goal circle.
• Pass the ball down the line using shoulder passes.
• The front person has one attempt at goal, rebounds 

the ball and then runs to the end of their line.
• Everyone shuffles down one place.
• Repeat until everyone has had two shots at goal.
• Score the number of goals for each team.


